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Boat on Trailer Storage 
 

• If you are going to put a lock on the trailer, we ask that the marina gets a copy of 
the key so we can move the trailer as needed, for landscaping purposes. If your 
outboard or sterndrive is close to the ground, we will raise it, so no damage 
occurs while we move it. Please let us know where your battery switch is 
located, if one is installed on the boat. X_____ 

• When using the public launch ramp, we ask that you to please not park your tow 
vehicle with the trailer hooked up in the gravel lot, (main customer parking lot). 
Please disconnect the trailer in your BOT spot, and park your vehicle, either 
along the seawall or in the customer parking lot. X_____ 

• The spot number you are assigned is the spot number you must always park in. 
Just because a spot is empty does not mean it is not rented. X_____ 

• Each parking spot is 10’ wide, we ask that you park inside the 10’ allotment and 
pull all the way back to the fence. X_____ 

• This is strictly a storage lot, there is to be no mechanical or maintenance work 
done on the boat while parked in the storage lot. X____ 

• If you sell your boat, the spot does not transfer to the new owner X_____ 
• The rented spot is only for the boat listed on the contract X____ 

 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE_____________________ BOT #__________ DATE_________ 

 

ACCEPTED BY_________________________ DATE______________ 

Wacca Wache Representative 
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Thank you for choosing Wacca Wache Marina as your homeport. We’re happy you chose us, 

and we want to do everything we can to make sure you get the most out of your time with us.  

 

Marina Insurance Guidelines: 

All vessels on Wacca Wache Marina property are required to have the following included in their policy: 

 

 Keel Funds Marina WWM LLC ISAOA et al as additional insured / interest with respect to Protection & 
Indemnity (liability). Insurance should be with an 'AM Best A-Rated company' with a minimum of 

$300,000 liability. 

Proof of acceptable insurance must be submitted to the office within 48 hours of a signed contract. 
Vessels are NOT permitted to enter our dry rack facility, basin, and or BOT lot without having the above 

mentioned on their policy. Failure to have the required insurance will void the storage contract, the boat 
will be removed from WWM property at owners’ expense, and no refunds or credits will be given. 

Kindly note, that Wacca Wache Marina will not be held responsible for any work performed by an 
owner hired subcontractor on a customer’s craft while at the marina / facility. If you hire a 

subcontractor or crew that will be on marina property, proof of their insurance will also be required, 
and they must have a minimum of $1,000,000.00 coverage.  

 

 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE________________________ Slip # IDS # ODS # OR BOT # ________ 

DATE_________ 

 

ACCEPTED BY_________________________ DATE______________ 

Wacca Wache Marina Representative 
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